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Evaluating Semantic Measures by Computing the Coverage of a 

Condensed Text 

Prepared by: Zainab Mahmoud Bayram 

Supervisor: Prof. Ahmad K. A. Kayed 

 

Abstract 

Automatic summarization systems that produce a condensed text are an essential topic in 

natural language processing (NLP).  How to evaluate these systems is an issue for many 

researchers. There are several approaches to define the quality of a condensed text. This 

thesis used semantic measures to define the quality of a condensed text. Semantic measures 

compute the similarity and relatedness among concepts included in knowledge source. This 

thesis used semantic measures to find how much the condensed text cover the original text.  

 

This thesis applied several experiments to find which semantic measure or measures best 

cover a condensed text.  Well-known benched data sets have been collected with both 

original text and condensed text for those experiments.  The main concepts for both the 

original and the condensed text have been extracted using ontological tools. Six semantic 

measures from three families (i.e. path, information contents and relatedness) have been 

applied to those extracted concepts; those measures are (WuP, LCH, Resnik, LIN, HSO and 

LESK).  Above 10, 000 data items for 48 files for two data set groups have been used to 

find out and evaluate which semantic measure or measures are best to compute how much a 

condensed text covers its original. This thesis used mean square error to compute the 
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difference between the evaluation of the proposed semantic measures and the expert 

evaluation. The results showed that from six similarity measures, Resnik was the best 

measure that identified the quality of a condensed text where it gave minimum MSE 

(15.6%) from the expert evaluation with different acceptance rates. This thesis found that 

LCH has the minimum MSE (12%) in most cases if we assume that all condensed text have 

100% coverage for the original text.  

 

In the case of bad summaries i.e. where the expert stated that a condensed text has less than 

40% coverage of the original text; in that case, this research recommended using LESK 

measure as it gave minimum MSE (3%). This thesis showed that the semantic measures can 

be used to identify not only the good coverage but also the bad coverage. 

  

 

Keywords: Ontology, Concept, condensed text, extracted concepts, semantic 

similarity, semantic relatedness.   
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اننص انُمكثفتقييم انمقاييس انذالنية من خالل قياس تغطية   

ص٠ٕة ِحّٛد ت١شَإعذاد:   

د. أحّذ اٌىا٠ذأ. أشراف:   

هخصمُ ان  

ٔظُ اٌرٍخ١ض اٌرٍمائٟ اٌرٟ ذٕرح إٌض اٌٍّخض ِٓ اُ٘ اٌّٛضٛػاخ اٌثحث١ح فٟ ِؼاٌدح اٌٍغح ٚ ذم١١ُ ٔٛػ١ح إٌظٛص 

اٌدٍّح تإٌسثح ٌٍٕض، ػذد اٌٍّخظح. ٕ٘ان ػذج طشق ٌرحذ٠ذ ٔٛػ١ح إٌظٛص اٌٍّخظح، ِٕٙا ػٍٝ سث١ً اٌّثاي: أ١ّ٘ح 

سرخذَ اٌّما١٠س اٌذال١ٌح ٌرحذ٠ذ ٔٛػ١ح إٌض اٌٍّخض،  ٚل١اس ٖ اٌشساٌح ذػاء اٌدٍّح فٟ إٌض اٌٍّخض. ٘زِشاخ اسرذ

اٌٝ ِؼشفح ِمذاس ذغط١ح إٌض اٌٍّخض ٌٍٕض االطٍٟ  اٌشساٌح اتٗ ٚ ذماسب اٌّفا١ُ٘ اٌّؼشف١ح. ذٙذف ٘زِٖذٜ ذش

 ح.تاسرخذاَ اٌّما١٠س اٌذال١ٌ

٠داد اٞ ِم١اس/  ِما١٠س اٌذال١ٌح اٌّغط١ح ٌٍٕض االطٍٟ تأفضً ٔسثح. ا، ذُ اخشاء اٌؼذ٠ذ ِٓ اٌرداسب الِٓ خالي تحثٕ

ذُ خّغ ِدّٛػح ِٓ اٌث١أاخ اٌرٟ ذحرٛٞ ػٍٝ إٌظٛص االط١ٍح ٚ إٌظٛص اٌٍّخظح. ذُ أسرخشاج اٌّفا١ُ٘ االساس١ح 

ح ِما١٠س دال١ٌح ِٓ ثالثٗ أٔٛاع ) اٌّساس، ِحرٜٛ اٌّؼٍِٛاخ، اٌمشاتح( . ذُ ذطث١ك سرال إٌظ١ٓ األطٍٟ ٚ اٌٍّخضِٓ و

ٍِف ِٓ اٌث١أاخ ٌّؼشفح اٞ اٌّما٠سس اٌذال١ٌح اٌرٟ ذؼطٟ  44ػٍٝ ٘زٖ اٌّفا١ُ٘ اٌّسرخشخح، ح١ث ذُ ذطث١مٙا ػٍٝ 

 أفضً إٌرائح ِٓ ح١ث ذغط١ح إٌض اٌٍّخض. 

ِٓ ظٙشخ إٌرائح اْ ّما١٠س اٌذال١ٌح ٚذم١١ُ اٌخثشاء. أشق ت١ٓ ذم١١ُ اٌسرخذَ ِرٛسظ ِشتغ اٌخطأ ٌحساب اٌف٘زٖ اٌشساٌح ذ

حذد ٔٛػ١ح إٌض اٌٍّخض تٕسثح ألً ٠واْ افضً ِم١اس اٌزٞ  (Resnik) س٠سٕهاْ دال١ٌح، خالي اسرخذاَ سرح ِما١٠س 

إٌض اٌٍّخض واْ  افضً ِم١اس ٌرحذ٠ذ ٔٛػ١ح ( LCH)%(. وّا اٚخذخ اٌذساسح اْ ِم١اس اي سٟ اج 15.6خطأ  )

%(. فٟ حاٌح واْ اٌٍّخض 12% ٚوأد ٔسثح اٌخطأ )100ارا افرشضٕا اْ إٌض اٌٍّخض ِغطٝ إٌض االطٍٟ تٕسثح 

ْٟ اٞ ػٕذ ذم١ُ اٌخث١ش ٌرغط١ح إٌض اٌٍّخض ٚخذ اْ إٌض اٌٍّخض ٠غطٟ  % ِٓ إٌض االطٍٟ. ِٓ خالي 40س

. ِٓ خالي اٌثحث ذث١ٓ اْ اٌّما١٠س اٌذال١ٌح ٠ّىٓ %(3اػطأا ٔسثح خطأ ) (LESK) اٌرداسب ٚخذٔا اْ ِم١اس ١ٌسه

 .ءذاِٙا ا٠ضا فٟ ِؼشفح اٌٍّخض اٌسٟاسرخ

 .كهمات انبحث: عهم انوجود، انمفاهيم، اننص انمهخص، انمفاهيم انمستخرجة، انتشابه انذالني،االرتباط انذالني
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1.1 Introduction 

 

The importance of a text summarization system has been growing with the expansion of the 

quantity of online information. Condensing knowledge is the aim of many organizations. 

The data (original text) may be summarized in more than one concise form. The goal of 

automatic summarization is to take information source for a particular domain, and extract 

content from it while preserving the main information content of the original text  and 

represent contents to the user in an abstract, condensed structure forming a text summary. 

Automatic summarization research becomes an important topic in natural language 

processing (NLP), at the same time we need to discuss and clarify the issues on how to 

evaluate the text summarization systems. According to Steinberger and Jezek, the 

evaluation of summary quality is very hard and challenging task. There are several 

measures used to define the quality of a condensed text. Examples of these measures are 

sentence recall, sentence ranking and question answering. Different types of measures have 

been used to find which measure is the best measure (Steinberger and Jezek, 2009; House, 

et al., 2002).  

1.1.1 Automatic Summarization and Evaluation 

 

The main goal of automatic summarization is to take original text, extract the main content 

from it then presents the most important information to the user in condensed form. In 

general, summaries can be user focus (topic focus or query focus) which determine the 

contents as the users require or it could be generic which locate the main content covered 

by the original data.(Mani,2001a ;Mani, 2001b ; Alguliev & Aliguliyev, 2007). 
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Maintaining coherence in summary is important too, created a summary based on cutting & 

pasting the text can cause a problem on coherence among sentences. There are many ways 

to classify text summaries based on different criteria; Sparck-Jones classified summaries as 

below: (Sparck-Jones, 1999 as cited on Fukusima & Okumura 2001). 

 Input factors: text length, genre, single vs. multiple documents. 

 Purpose factors: who is the user, the purpose of summarization? 

 Output factors: running text or headed text etc.  

Evaluation text summarization is crucial. There are several challenges in evaluating 

summaries such as summaries are a result from (NLP), in some cases it is difficult to know 

what is the correct output. This is the same as machine translation output. Most machines 

generated summaries need an expert evaluation to judge the summary. Therefore, this may 

increase the expensive of evaluation. Normally, we can judge the relevance of the 

summaries by applying different methods which can be classified into two categories:     

intrinsic and extrinsic evaluating measures. (1) Intrinsic evaluation methods are based on 

analysis the summary or assess the coherence and informativeness of the summaries.      (2) 

Extrinsic evaluation tests the summaries based on another task like reading comprehension, 

question answering. This research used intrinsic evaluation to define the coverage of a 

condensed text (Gupta, 2014). 

Kayed et al. introduced a coverage measure to define the quality of description for specific 

domain knowledge where the higher coverage value indicates a better quality for 

description (Kayed, 2013). 
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1.1.2 Ontology and Semantic Measures  

 

Jiang et al. defined the Ontology as “an abstract description system for knowledge 

composition in a certain domain”.  Also, they added that ontology supplies a standardized 

vocabulary for representing entities in the domain. Ontologies can be classified in their 

purpose as: general purpose ontologies and domain specific ontologies. “Many researches 

are using WordNet
1
 as ontology” (Jiang et al., 2013). 

WordNet 

 

 WordNet is an online lexical which is created by the Cognitive Science Laboratory at 

Princeton University, it can be seen as an ontology. WordNet contains nouns, verbs, 

adjectives, and adverbs. It contains sets of synonymous word senses which are known as 

synsets. Version WordNet 2.0 contains 115,000 different synsets. These synsets contain 

80,000 nouns, 13,500 are verbs, 18,500 are adjectives and 3700 are adverbs. Each synset 

may contain one or more synonymous word. Also, each synset has brief definition “gloss” 

to define the meaning of the synsets. WordNet also defines the relationships between each 

synset. A relation between each synset is known as the semantic relation, and the relation 

between the word senses is known as the lexical relation. The semantic relation is the 

relation between each two synsets such as (hypernym, hyponym, meronym, and holonym) 

relations (Michelizzi, 2005; Boon young & Mingkhwan 2015). 

                                                           
1 https://wordnet.princeton.edu/ 
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The relation hypernym/hyponym is known as is-a relationship. For example, an orange is a 

fruit. The relation meronym/holonym is known as part-of relationship. For example, a 

mouse is part of computer. The most common relation in WordNet is hypernym/hyponym 

(is-a) which is considered as 80% of the relations. In general, the hypernym/hyponym 

relation is considered about how two concepts are similar.  The meronym/holonym relation 

is considered as how two concepts are related to each other (Meng et al., 2013).  

Figure 1.1: WordNet Hypernyms adapted from (Michelizzi, 2005) 

To explain the relation clearly, Figure 1.1 shows a sample for WordNet hypernyms 

between nouns. For example, (land, dry land, earth) is the hypernym of (island) because an 

island is a land. Hyponym relation is the opposite of hypernym relation; this means that 

island is a hyponym of (land, dry land, earth). Figure 1.1 structure shows that the deeper 

concepts are the more specific and vise versa the upper concepts are more abstract. Thus, 

(plant, flora) is more specific than (living thing, animate thing). Therefore, the most 

abstract concept is entity which is considered as the root of the taxonomy (Meng et al., 

2013). 
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Semantic Measures  

Semantic measures can be classified into two groups: measures of semantic similarity and 

measures of semantic relatedness. Figure 1.2 shows the classification of semantic measures 

(Michelizzi, 2005).  Each group contains a number of measures. We will use different 

measures from each type to find how much the condensed text covered the original text. 

Slimani, state that “semantic similarity and semantic relatedness are two related, but 

semantic similarity is more specific than relatedness and can be considered as a type of 

semantic relatedness. For example ‟student‟ and „professor‟ are related terms but not 

similar (Pederson, et al. 2004; Slimani, 2013). 

Semantic Measures 

 

Similarity Measures                                             Relatedness Measures 

                                                                    

 

                                                                                       - LESK 

                                                                                                - Hirst & St-Onge 

Path Length                     Information Content 

                                                 

 - Wu & Palmer                        - Resnik 

 - Leacock & Chodorow          - LIN 
         

 

Figure 1.2: Taxonomy of Semantic Measures adapted from (Michelizzi, 2005) 
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Many ontological tools can be used to extract concepts from the text. For example: 

KAON
2
, Swoogle

3
, and Portégé

4
. KAON is an ontology management infrastructure 

targeted for business applications. It includes a comprehensive tool suite allowing easy 

ontology creation, storage, retrieval and maintenance of ontologies.” Swoogle computes the 

rank of each semantic web documents and provides an online system to check the 

availability of ontologies in any domain. While Portégé is another tool that allows a user to 

construct domain ontology, customize data entry form, and enter data. This research uses 

KAON due to the availability, ease of use, and it has an efficient user interface”. This 

research used KAON to extract the main concepts from both the original text and the 

condensed (Kayed, et al. 2013). 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 

Automatic summarization is crucial and it is important for many domains. Knowledge 

summary (condensed text) is the aim of many knowledge extractors.  There are several 

measures to define the quality of a condensed text such as sentence recall, sentence ranking 

and question answering. This research deploys the semantic measures to find the coverage 

between condensed text and original text. Semantic measures (similarity measures and 

relatedness measures) compute the similarity and relatedness between concepts included in 

knowledge source. This research assumes that the good condensed text is the text that has 

"good" coverage for the original text. This research used semantic measures to find how 

much the condensed text cover the original text. It also defines which measure or measures 

best compute the coverage for a text.  

                                                           
2 http://kaon2.semanticweb.org/ 
3 http://swoogle.umbc.edu/ 
4 http://protege.stanford.edu/ 
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1.3 Problem Statement Questions 

 

 Which semantic measures can measure the coverage of a condensed text? 

 How these semantic measures can be used to define the coverage for a condensed 

text?  

 Which semantic measure is the best to evaluate a condensed text?  

 

1.4 Limitations 

 

This research collected data sets and used different semantic measures. This 

research limited its collected data to the following two datasets: The first dataset is a 

benchmark from NIST, which contains 34 original texts with its condensed text. 

The original text sizes vary from 4KB to 20KB with a condensed text size 1KB. 

The second dataset contains 14 original texts with its condensed text. The original 

text sizes vary from 3KB to 19KB while condensed text come with size 1KB. This 

research used KAON to extract the concepts from the original text and condensed 

text with default frequency (3). This research used six semantic measures (WuP, 

LCH, Resnik, LIN, HSO, and LESK). 

1.5 Objectives  
 

Evaluation the condensed text is an essential issue in summarization. This research aims to 

evaluate the condensed text. There are several measures have been used to compute the 

similarity or relatedness of concepts. This research deploys the semantic measures to 

evaluate the quality of condensed text. We used existing semantic measures to define the 
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quality of the condensed knowledge. The main aim is to give an efficient evaluation of all 

these measures and finds the best measure that can give the minimum error that define the 

coverage of the condensed text. 

1.6 Motivation  

 

There are many available tools for text summarization. Finding the best tool that can give 

the coverage among original text and condensed text is a challenge. In summarization as a 

fast development area, there is a need for finding a proper evaluation methodology. Many 

of research address summary evaluation by applying different evaluation methods to 

measure the quality of a condensed text. There is a lack of measurers that compute the 

quality of the condensed text. We need to find which measure from the semantic measures 

that best compute the coverage for an original text. 

 

1.7 Contribution 

  

Evaluating the text summarization is very important issue. This research finds how to 

evaluate the quality of the condensed text using semantic measures. This research 

contributes to defining the best semantic measures with minimal error that defines how 

much a condensed text covers its original text.  

1.8 Organization of the Thesis 

 

The thesis contains five chapters, references, and appendices. The following part explains a 

brief description for each chapter:  
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Chapter 2 presents a theoretical background and literature about the ontology, the 

importance of summarization and how important to evaluate the summaries. This chapter 

also contains an introduction about semantic measures.   

Chapter 3 presents the proposed model steps. Its explain how to extract the concepts from 

condensed text and original text. Also describe the different types of semantic measure and 

how the concepts matching process are done using these measures. 

Chapter 4 explains the experiments in details. Its present the matching process in details 

and how we define how much the condensed text cover its original text using semantic 

measures.  

Chapter 5 present thesis discussion, conclusion and future work.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
Literature Review & Related Works 
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Overview 

 

 This chapter presents a theoretical background and literature that relates to our study, we 

classified the literature into five parts:  the first section is about automatic summarization 

and how important to evaluate the summaries. The second section discusses semantic 

measures and how it can be used in different domains to compute the relations between 

concepts and terms. The third section discusses the ontology and WordNet. The fourth part 

clarifies different types of semantic similarity and relatedness measures. Last section 

explain in brief summarization evaluation types.  

2.1 Automatic Summarization Evaluation  

 

In the following, we provide a brief idea about the automatic text summarization and why 

summary evaluation is important. It gives a background about methods used in evaluation, 

as each method has different measures. This research focus on semantic measures that can 

be classified into two parts: semantic similarity measures and semantic relatedness 

measures.  

 

Jing, et al. used two methods to evaluate the automatic summarization systems which are: 

an evaluation of generated summaries against an ideal summary and evaluation of how well 

summaries help a person performs a task such as information retrieval. They carried two 

large experiments for both kinds. Their focus was on how different factors can be affected 

on the final evaluation results, for example, summary length. They found that summary 

length affects on both types. On the “ideal” summary based evaluation, accuracy decrease 

as summary length increase. While for the other type of evaluation they found that 
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summary length and accuracy on information retrieval task appeared to correlate randomly 

(Jing, et al. 1998). 

Mani discussed different methods for evaluation automatic summarization systems. Hence, 

he lists several serious challenges in evaluation summaries such as automatic 

summarization is a machine producing output, in some cases the output may be correct but 

in others it‟s hard to arrive at notation of what the correct output is. He also classified the 

evaluation text summarization methods in two categories. The first method is the intrinsic 

evaluation, which is based judging the relevance of the condensed text by matching it with 

reference summary generated by a human. The second one is the extrinsic evaluation, 

which depends on completion of some task like reading comprehension. He also discussed 

some measures that to compare between different summaries such as sentence recall 

measure and sentence ranking measure (Mani, 2001a). 

Gupta discussed how important the evaluation of text summary. The author states that we 

can judge any summary by the relevance of summary. This is done by applying extrinsic 

and intrinsic evaluation measures. The intrinsic evaluation techniques judge the summary 

relevance with human evaluation. Different factor discussed like maintaining coherence in 

summary, maintaining information in summary, calculating Recall and Precision, Ranking 

of lines, similarity of contents. Extrinsic evaluation techniques judge the quality of 

summary by performing some tasks on the summary like: game of questions and game of 

classification (Gupta, 2014).   
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2.2 Semantic Measures  

This part discusses different types of semantic measures and the importance of semantics 

measures in many domains. Some of the researchers focuses on similarity measures while 

other focus on relatedness measures. Several studies use both measures to find which 

measure that gives the best result.  

 Pedersen, et al. discussed the semantic similarity and semantic relatedness on WordNet. 

Using similarity measures can tell how much two concepts or terms are alike. For example, 

the automobile might considered more like a boat than a tree. Similarity measures are 

restricted on pairs of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. However, measures of 

relatedness can measures how pairs of concepts are related to each others. For example, 

murder and gun are related. Because of this, different measures of relatedness can be 

applied on wider area comparing it with similarity measures (Pedersen, et al. 2004). 

 

Michelizzi classified the semantic measures into two main groups: measures of semantic 

similarity and measures of semantic relatedness. Semantic similarity measures work on 

noun-noun or verb-verb pairs using is-a hierarchies while semantic relatedness measures 

work on all open part of speech because there are not limited to is-a hierarchies. Semantic 

similarity measures can be classified in different families: the first one is path length 

similarity measures which are also known as the edge (or node) counting measures. These 

measures quantify similarity according to the length of the shortest path (example: Wu & 

Palmer). The second one is information content based measures; these measures compute 
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similarity as a function of the information content (IC) of the most specific common 

subsumer in the ontology (example: Resnik) (Michelizzi, 2005). 

Buckley, et al.  Proposed a new semantic similarity measure based on hybrid methods. 

They discussed the importance of semantic similarity measures in many fields. They focus 

on WordNet based semantic similarity measures which can be classified into three 

categories: first category is node-based methods which use information content(IC) to 

compute the amount of information contained in WordNet. Second category is edge-based 

methods which calculate the edge length between two concepts to find the shortest path 

between them. Third category is hybrid methods which use a combination of information 

from different resources to compute the similarity between concepts. The new semantic 

similarity used the internet as a corpus and the structure information from WordNet 

because they believe that the internet is the largest source and it can regularly be updated 

(Buckley, et al. 2011). 

Slimani focuses on semantic similarity measures approaches. The author uses two widely 

used benchmarks. He classified the similarity measures into different methods. First 

method is structured - based measures which based on computing the path length between 

two concepts. Second method is information content measures based on information 

content to measure how two concepts are similar to each other. Information contents value 

depends on the frequency of concepts in a text. Third method is feature-based measures 

assume that each concept is defined by a set of concepts. Fourth method is hybrid measures 

combine between approaches such as information content based and path based measures. 

Several measures from each approach being compared to give an efficient evaluation of all 
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the measures. Although the author focus on semantic similarity measures but he also 

discuss ontologies used on semantic similarity and   proposed several examples based on its 

purpose (general purpose ontologies or domain specific ontologies)    (Slimani, 2013). 

McInnes & Pedersen evaluated the measures if semantic similarity and relatedness in 

biomedical text. They measure how two concepts are similar or related to each other based 

on classification: similarity measures which are classified to path measures and information 

content measures and relatedness measures. The paper used MSH-WSD dataset which is 

provided from national library of medicine. Their focus was to evaluate the efficiency of 

these measures and find that the information content (IC) measures can give a higher 

accuracy than the other measures (McInnes & Pedersen, 2013).   

 

Mittal & Jain studied the problem in query expansion, where most of the times user‟s query 

may contain unclear terms which add relevant and irrelevant terms to the query. They 

present a method to improve this problem by using semantic similarity and relatedness 

measures between the ambiguous terms. They apply different type of measures such as 

Leacock & Chodorow and Wu & Palmer similarity measures on noun only as most of the 

information is represented by nouns (Mittal & Jain, 2015). 

Al-Khiaty & Ahmed reviewed the matching model as its an essential in many model 

management operations such as model evaluation and retrieval.  The authors focus in 

software development models as for each software system there is a set of models that 

describes its structural, behavioral and functional perspectives. They identified the 

matching between models and finding the similarities and differences in each one, 

especially in UML diagrams (Unified Modeling Language) class diagram.  They use 
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semantic similarity to compare concepts according to WordNet in class diagram where 

concepts here are (classes‟s names, operation‟s names, attributes‟ names, and the relation 

between classes). Semantic similarity used is based on semantic path-based measures. They 

used two measures supported by WordNet: path length and Wu & Palmer measures (Al-

Khiaty & Ahmed, 2015) 

2.3 Ontology  

 

Ontology is an abstract description system for knowledge composition in a certain domain. 

It can give a description of concepts or terms in an effective way. Ontologies can be used in 

different domains; each domain has its own vocabularies, concepts or terms.  Many 

researchers classified the ontologies based on their purpose.  

Kayed et al. discussed the ontology importance in many domains. Ontology includes 

vocabularies of concepts and specification of their meaning. It also can improve 

understanding in how the concepts or terms are related to each others. They state that 

ontologies are used in many domains such as: artificial intelligence, software engineering, 

semantic web, biomedical informatics and library science. They focus on building ontology 

in software engineering domain. They developed new ontology in requirement engineering 

process using KAON‟s tool. This will enable developers to share a common concepts and 

terms and allow them to understand the domains in simple language (Kayed, et al. 2010). 

Seddiqui. & Aono defined ontology base on Gruber definition for ontology “ontology is an 

explicit specification of a conceptualization”. They classified the ontologies based on their 

size, small- scale or large-scale. Often, large-scale ontologies represent distributed 

knowledge area within a problem domain (Seddiqui, M. H., & Aono, M. 2010). 
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2.4 Semantic Similarity and Relatedness Measures 

  According to literature, semantic measures can be classified in difference families based 

on their theoretical principles. We choose different measures to cover all kinds of semantic 

measures. The following will list two measures from each family. 

1. Path Length Family 

 Wu and Palmer Measure. 

 Leacock & Chodorow Measure. 

 

2. Information Content Family  

 Resnik Measure. 

 LIN Measure. 

 

3. Semantic Relatedness Family 

 LESK Measure. 

 Hirst & St-Onge Measure. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: WordNet Hypernyms adapted from (Michelizzi, 2005) 
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2.4.1 Path Length Family 

Path length similarity measures (also known as edge or node counting measures) compute 

the similarity between two concepts as a function of the length of the path linking the 

concepts and on the position of the concepts in the taxonomy. For example, (plant, flora) is 

closer to (living thing, animate thing) than it is to (land, dry land, earth). It can be seen as 

undirected graph. The greater the distance between two concepts, the less similar they are. 

Well known measures are Wu and Palmer and Leacock & Chodorow. Wu and Palmer 

similarity metric measure compute the depth of the two concepts while Leacock & 

Chodorow measure finds the shortest path between two concepts or terms using node 

counting (Michelizzi, 2005). 

 Wu and Palmer Measure 

Michelizzi illustrate WuP similarity measure which is the depth of the two concepts and the 

depth of the least common subsumer (LCS). 

The shared parent of two synsets is called subsumer. Baader et. al discussed LCS and 

shows that if we have two concepts, each concept represented by a node and both concepts 

shared the same ancestor. This relation is defined by is-a relationship. For example we can 

say that a car is an automobile and automobile is a vehicle. Also we can say boat is a 

vehicle. LCS and WuP measure are related to each other where the deeper the LCS is the 

larger the value of the measure (Baader et. al, 2007). 

For example figure 3.4 the subsumers are (object, physical object) and (entity) for nodes 

(living thing, animate thing) and (land, dry land, earth). But to find the least common 

subsumer for these two nodes; we must search for the most specific subsumer of the two 
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synsets. Therefore, the LCS for these two synsets is (object, physical object) since its more 

specific than entity (Yang, 2015; Michelizzi, 2005). 

 

 

…..…………………………. (1) 

 

Equation (1) shows how to calculate the WuP measure, which is the node depth of LCS for 

the two nodes divided by the sum of the depth of first node and the depth of the second 

node. Figure 3.4, to found the similarity of the two nodes (island) and (coastal plain) using 

WuP; the node counting (island) and (coastal plain) is 4 for both, the depth for their LCS 

which is (land, dry land, earth) is 3. Thus, the score using equation (1) is 
   

   
=0.75. 

Leacock & Chodorow Measure 

 LCH measure is another measure that uses the depth and the distance using nodes 

counting.  

Equation (2) shows how to calculate the LCH measure.  

 

……………………………………. (2) 

 

Where S1 is the first concept, S2 is the second concept; dist is the distance between S1 and 

S2. D is the depth for a given taxonomy where the concepts are existing. 
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For example, using figure 3.4, the two synsets (island) and (coastal plain). The distance 

between them is 3, and the depth is 4. Thus, the score using measure LCH by equation (2) 

is: 

-              0.9808 

2.4.2 Information Content Family 

Information Content (IC) measures use the information content of concepts to measure the 

semantic similarity between two concepts. The information content value of the concept is 

calculated based on the frequency of the concepts, the concepts that occurs a lot have low 

information content. The concepts that have high information content are the concepts that 

rarely occur (Slimani, 2013). 

Mathematically, the information content for a given concept can be calculated as equation 

(3): 

 

…………..………………………………… (3) 

 

Where P(c) is the probability of the concept c. “High information content means that the 

concept conveys a lot of meaning when it occurs in a text. A concept with high information 

content is very specific, but a concept with low information content is very general; 

therefore, information content corresponds to specificity” (Michelizzi, 2005). 

Resnik Measure  

Resnik measure is information content measure. It took into account the LCS information 

content which return the information content of the LCS of two concepts. 
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Equation (4) shows how to calculate Resnik measure.  

 

…………………………………….………….. (4) 

 

LIN Measure 

LIN measure which is building on Resnik‟s measure of similarity. To calculate the 

similarity between two concepts using LIN measure; the more these two concepts are 

similar to each other, the more they will have in common. When the two concepts are 

exactly the same concept, a LIN measure result is the maximum similarity. 

Equation (5) shows how to calculate LIN measure. By equation (5), we can note that the 

similarity based on the information content for the least common subsumer. And the 

information content for both concepts. LIN measure and WuP measure look alike, but the 

WuP measure based on the depth of the LCS, where LIN measure based on the information 

content of LCS (Corley & Mihalcea, 2005; Michelizzi, 2005). 

 

……………………………….…….. (5) 

 

(Slimani, 2013; Baader et. al, 2007) 
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2.4.3 Semantic Relatedness Family 

Semantic relatedness is a much broader notion than semantic similarity. For example, a tire 

is related to car, but the two are not very similar since a tire is not a type of a car nor is a car 

a type of tire. Well known measures are LESK and Hirst & St-Onge measures. 

LESK Measure 

LESK measure finds the relatedness of two concepts by defining a function of the 

overlapping between the corresponding definitions provided by a dictionary. It‟s based on 

the glosses of the synsets, where the synset that has gloss that contain a common words, 

they are more related to each other (Michelizzi, 2005).  

Hirst & St-Onge Measure 

HSO measure classifies relations in WordNet as having directions. “Its establishes the 

relatedness between two concepts by trying to find a path between them that is neither too 

long nor that changes directions too often” (Pedersen et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2011). 

 

2.5 Summarization Evaluation Types 

 

As discussed in previous sections, summarization is important in many fields like 

information retrieval. It can save time by reading the summary instead of reading the whole 

original text. Also it can speed up the information retrieval. The evaluation of summary 

quality is important and challenging task. Table 2.1 shows examples of methods used to 

evaluate the quality of the condensed text. These methods like sentence recall used exact 

matching among the original text and the condensed text. This research used semantic 

matching to evaluate the quality of the condensed text. To apply the semantic matching 
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technique; we used semantic measures which can be classified into semantic similarity and 

semantic relatedness.  

 

 

Table 2.1: Example of Methods used to Evaluate the Condensed Text 

 

Type of Evaluation 

 

Author 

 

Method 

 

Procedure 

 

Intrinsic 

 

Jing et. al  

 

Sentence recall 

Using sentence recall 

to measure how much 

the summary contains 

the sentences from the 

text. 

 

Intrinsic 

 

Mani 

 

Sentenced ranking 

The summary is 

specified in term of 

ranking the sentences 

in terms of worthiness  
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Extrinsic 

 

Morris et. al 

 

Question 

answering 

Also known as 

reading 

comprehension task. 

In this task human 

first read the full 

original text or 

summary for a given 

document, then the 

human answer a test 

of multiple question 

tests. By scoring the 

percentage of the 

correct answers. 

 

 

2.6 Tools Used   

 

Many tools have been used in this research. Below is a brief description of each tool. 

 

2.6.1 KAON Text2Onto Tool 

 

KAON Text2Onto is a tool support the ontology engineering process by text mining 

techniques; we used this tool to extract the main concepts from each original text and 

condensed text. Figure 2.1 shows the front end of text2Onto. Each file is converted to text 

file and then uploaded it to get the concepts from both. (Maedche A., 2001)  
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Figure 2.2: KOAN Text2Onto Front End 

Figure 2.3: Concepts Extraction Example using KOAN Text2Onto 
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2.6.2   WordNet Similarity for Java (WS4J) 

This tool WS4J
5
 provides a pure Java API for several semantic similarity and semantic 

relatedness measurements. The results are depends on WordNet relations between pairs of 

concepts. Figure 2.3 shows front end of WS4J. It provides matching for different semantic 

measures such as WuP, LCH, Resnik, LIN, HSO, and LESK. 

 

Figure 2.4: WS4J Tool Front End  

WS4J provide two options of matching. First, by matching only two pairs of concepts and 

compute the semantic results of each measure. Second option, by matching set of concepts 

with another set of concepts and then computes the semantic results. This option can save 

time and effort; because it calculates the result for a number of concepts at once.  

                                                           
5 http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/ 
  

http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/
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CHAPTER THREE 
Data Collection and Concepts Extraction  
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Overview  

This chapter explains the methodology that the researcher has used.  The steps of each 

phase of the methodology will be detailed. These steps are: data collection, concepts 

extraction, applying different semantic similarity and relatedness on the extracted concepts 

and evaluate the results of each measure by computing the error of each one. The aim is to 

match between original text and condensed text using coverage technique. 

3.1 Introduction  

The methodology of this research combined the quantitative and qualitative approach. Our 

methodology has been based on building several experiments to find the best semantic 

measure. The experiment part of the proposed work will be considered as quantitative. To 

be able to know the quality of the condensed text, we need human judgments. Thus, part of 

the evaluation process has been based on human. The other part is done by our experiment 

and this will depends on the error calculation which is the difference between the human 

result and measures results.  

The main idea of this research is to find which semantic measures that give us the quality of 

the condensed text by extracting the main concepts for both condensed text and original 

text using KAON software; then matching those concepts by applying different types of 

semantic measures, through these measures the coverage will be defined. According to 

Kayed et al. using different measures will enable us to obtain “good concepts”. These 

concepts are not too generalized concepts neither too specified one (Kayed et al., 2013).  
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To evaluate our approach, an expert needed to evaluate the quality of condensed texts and 

these results will be compared with our results to see how much we are close to expert 

evaluation. 

 

 

 

                                                                     Using KAON  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Yes          No 

  

 

  

                              Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the Proposed Solution 

 

Is this the 

last 

Measure?

? 

End 

Extracted Concepts (Original, 
Condensed) Text 

Collecting Data (Original, 
Condensed) Text 

Applying a Measure on 
Extracted Concepts 

Compute the Measure for all 
Concepts  

Compute the Error 

Start 

Human 

Evaluation 

 

Choose Best 

Semantic 

Measure with 

minimum MSE 
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The following will illustrate the main steps of the research methodology as showing in 

figure 3.1: 

1- Collecting datasets.  

2- Extracting the concepts. 

3- Apply several semantic measures.  

4- Evaluate the results. 

The methodology will contain the following steps in details:  

3.2 Data Collection (Data Samples) 

To be able to apply our experiment, good data sets are needed. At the beginning we thought 

to use technical paper and its abstract, but we found that their abstract is very short and may 

not represent the whole paper. Therefore, we decide to look for a data where a condensed 

text and original text has been collected. 

 This research used a well-known benchmark (data samples) released on 2001 by NIST 

(National Institute of Standards and Technology) which is DUC
6
 (Document 

Understanding Conference). It contains seven datasets (DUC2001 to DUC2007).  Lin & 

Moghaddas et al. discuss the validity of evaluation methods used in DUC. To get this data 

set, an assigned agreement is required. We sent the agreement to NIST and got the DUC 

datasets. Refer to Appendix 1. 

The data set summaries are human generated summaries which are called reference 

summaries. The main purpose of this DUC is to evaluate the automatic summarization 

                                                           
6 http://duc.nist.gov/  

http://duc.nist.gov/
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techniques, by comparing the reference summary with automatic generated summary. DUC 

has different tasks and reference summaries are generated within a size limits. For task one, 

human must generate very short summary not longer than 75 bytes. This summary is called 

headline summary (like newspaper headline). But in task two, human must generate short 

summary not longer than 665 bytes (Lin, 2004; Moghadas et al., 2013).  

 

 The data sets contain news articles from New York Times newswire. It has different 

subject such as computer, health care, terrorism and political issues. To build our model, 34 

sets have been chosen from DUC which contain short summary with its original text. 

To evaluate our model, we choose other data sets and selected 14 sets which contain 

original text and condensed text. Like first data sets, these sets are articles from the 

Economist newspaper have different subjects such as medical science, teaching and social 

science. The condensed texts are automatic generated summary using lexical chains 

(Barzilay and Elhadad, 1999).  

 

The original texts came with different sizes such as 3KB, 5KB, 8KB, 13KB ….20KB, but 

the condensed texts always come with fixed size 1 KB.  

For example file named APW19981019.0098 (T1) original text size is 6KB and condensed 

text 1KB, where file named APW19981022.0269 (T2) original text size is 4KB and 

condensed text 1KB and so on. 
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Figure 3.2 illustrate a sample of original text and figure 3.3 illustrate a sample of condensed 

text from DUC: 

 

Figure 3.2: Original Text Sample from DUC 

Figure 3.3: Condensed Text Sample from DUC 
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3.3 Concept Extraction 

After choosing original texts and condensed texts, the next step is extracting concepts from 

both texts. This is done using ontological tool KAON
7
. Each dataset is converted to text file 

then uploaded to KOAN program. For example the first file named   APW19981019.0098 

(T1), after upload the original text and extract concepts from it; the result was 135 concepts 

as for this file. Table 3.1 lists samples of these concepts. For more details table, please see 

table Appendix 2. 

 

Table 3.1: Sample of Original Text Extracted Concepts 

No. Concept No. Concept No. Concept No. Concept No. Concept 

1 Defense 

 
28 prosecution 

 
55 Order 

 
82 Guard 

 
109 Television 

 

2 Minister 

 

 

29 Institution 

 
56 Advice 

 
83 Stuff 

 

 

110 Interview 

 

3 Priest 

 
30 Power 

 
57 Government 

 
84 Idea 

 
111 Division 

 

4 Magistrate 

 
31 Abuse 

 
58 Lawmaker 

 
85 Business 112 Riot 

 

5 Murder 

 
32 Constitution 

 
59 Bed 

 
86 Army 

 
113 Police 

 

21 . 

. 

 . 

. 

 . 

. 

 . 

. 

 . 

. 

22 . 

. 

 . 

. 

 . 

. 

 . 

. 

 . 

. 

23 Boss 

 
50 Caption 

 
77 Diplomat 

 
104 Demonstrator 

 
131 Demonstration 

 

24 Government 

 
51 Capital 

 
78 Policy 

 
105 Operation 

 
132 Anonymity 

 

25 Official 

 
52 Publicity 

 
79 Trial 

 
106 Official 

 
133 Reign 

 

26 Post 

 
53 Patient 

 
80 Black 

 
107 Event 

 
134 Hospital 

 

27 Crime 

 
54 Arrest 

 
81 Police 

 
108 Dissident 

 
135 Protest 

 

                                                           
7 http://kaon2.semanticweb.org/ 
 

http://kaon2.semanticweb.org/
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The extracting step has been done also on condensed text. The following table 3.2 shows 

the 20 extracted concepts.  

Table 3.2: Sample of Condensed Text Extracted Concepts  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 This step has been repeated for all files. We have 34 files form the first data sets for both 

original text and condensed text, and 14 file form the second data sets. 

 Table 3.3 shows the number of extracted concepts for the first data sets. Table 3.4 shows 

the number of concepts for second data sets. 

 

 

 

 

 

No. Concept No. Concept 

1 Dictator 13 Outcome 

2 Confusion 14 Request 

3 Hospital 15 Charge 

4 Arrest 16 Community 

5 Murder 17 Surgery 

6 Citizen 18 Death 

7 Rule 19 Court 

8 Legality 20 Government 

9 Move   

10 Supporter   

11 Immunity   

12 Extradition   
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Table 3.3:  Number of Extracted concepts of Original and Condensed Text from first 

Data Sets 

No Original Text File 

Name 

Number of 

Original 

Concepts 

Condensed Text File 

Name 

Number of 

Condensed 

Concepts 

Ratio between 

extracted 

concepts 

1 APW19981019.009

8 

135 D30003.M.100.T.C 20 15% 

2 APW19981022.026

9 

87 D30001.M.100.T.D 21 

 

24% 

3 APW19981030.079

2 

131 D31022.M.100.T.C 21 

 

16% 

4 APW19981120.029

0 

132 D30047.M.100.T.C 21 16% 

5 APW19981202.127

4 

101 D30022.M.100.T.D 16 16% 

6 APW19981211.127

6 

112 D30038.M.100.T.A 17 15% 

7 APW19981212.016

1 

184 D30053.M.100.T.B 20 11% 

8 APW19981227.087

0 

81 D30029.M.100.T.A 17 21% 

9 NYT19981001.0379 397 D30027.M.100.T.C 24 6% 

10 NYT19981003.0120 158 D30011.M.100.T.A 24 15% 

11 NYT19981004.0102 193 

 

D30015.M.100.T.A 19 10% 

12 NYT19981010.0149 184 D30050.M.100.T.D 24 13% 

13 NYT19981012.0334 221 D30036.M.100.T.D 16 7% 

14 NYT19981012.0359 189 D31008.M.100.T.D 25 13% 

15 NYT19981013.0354 176 D30006.M.100.T.C 26 15% 

16 NYT19981013.0399 161 D31031.M.100.T.C 24 15% 

17 NYT19981017.0027 127 D31026.M.100.T.C 19 15% 

18 NYT19981018.0091 185 D31033.M.100.T.D 21 11% 

19 NYT19981024.0050 208 D30048.M.100.T.C 22 11% 

20 NYT19981104.0545 212 D30024.M.100.T.D 14 7% 

21 NYT19981105.0538 194 D30008.M.100.T.D 18 9% 

22 NYT19981107.0056 170 D31001.M.100.T.D 18 11% 

23 NYT19981107.0251 93 D30010.M.100.T.D 17 18% 

24 NYT19981114.0079 268 D30051.M.100.T.D 20 7% 

25 NYT19981114.0129 185 D31013.M.100.T.D 19 10% 

26 NYT19981121.0117 151 D30049.M.100.T.D 18 12% 

27 NYT19981122.0163 194 D30026.M.100.T.D 25 13% 

28 NYT19981126.0192 185 D30045.M.100.T.C 19 

 

10% 

29 NYT19981201.0444 155 D30005.M.100.T.C 17 11% 

30 NYT19981204.0365 200 D30031.M.100.T.D 23 12% 

31 NYT19981209.0451 268 D30017.M.100.T.A 23 9% 

32 NYT19981219.0117 235 D30046.M.100.T.C 16 7% 

33 NYT19981221.0377 178 D31050.M.100.T.E 23 13% 

34 NYT19981223.0347 229 D30033.M.100.T.D 22 10% 
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Figure 3.4: Sample of Extracted Concepts Percentage for First Data Set 

 

Figure 3.4 shows an example of the ratio between the number of extracted concepts from 

the original text and number of extracted concepts from the condensed text. Data set 

summary size is less than 1KB (665 byte) and the original text size comes from 5KB to 

20KB. From table 3.3, we can note the maximum ratio between the extracted concepts from 

the original text and the extracted concepts from the condensed text is 24% and the 

minimum is 6%. This is because of the variance between the size of the original text and 

the condensed text. Also when we extracted the concepts using KOAN, we used the default 

frequency of concepts which was (3). These two conditions have been applied on all data 

sets. 
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Table 3.4:  Number of Extracted concepts of Original and Condensed Text from 

Second Data Sets 

No. Original Text File 

Name 

Number of 

Original 

Concepts 

Condensed Text File 

Name 

Number of 

Condensed 

Concepts 

Ratio 

between 

extracted 

concepts 

1 Text 1 114 Summary 1 23 20% 

2 Text 2 228 Summary 2 30 13% 

3 Text 3 91 Summary 3 16 18% 

4 Text 4 89 Summary 4 15 17% 

5 Text 5 53 Summary 5 15 28% 

6 Text 6 87 Summary 6 9 10% 

7 Text 7 127 Summary 7 24 19% 

8 Text 8 86 Summary 8 14 16% 

9 Text 9 79 Summary 9 23 29% 

10 Text 10 121 Summary 10 15 12% 

11 Text 11 176 Summary 11 40 23% 

12 Text 12 335 Summary 12 40 12% 

13 Text 13 60 Summary 13 10 17% 

14 Text 14 88 Summary 14 32 32% 
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Figure 3.5: Sample of Extracted Concepts Percentage for Second Data Set 

Figure 3.5 shows an example of ratio between number of extracted concepts from the 

original text and number of extracted concepts from the condensed text in second data set. 

From table 3.4, we can note the maximum ratio between the extracted concepts from the 

original text and the extracted concepts from the condensed text is 32% and the minimum is 

10%, the average ratio is around 19%. When we extracted the concepts using KOAN, we 

used the default frequency of concepts which is (3). Also the condensed text size comes 

with fixed size 1KB, therefore; the condensed text size is the same for all data set. 

 

3.4 Applying the Measures 

This step took long time as we need to apply it for 34 file each file must apply six different 

measures. This is done using WS4J Demo software. The following part discusses in details 
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how we apply the measures. We choose file name (T1) as an example to explain our 

experiments.  

3.4.1 Upload Concepts in WS4J 

After extracting the concepts from each original text and condensed text, each file contains 

a number of concepts. For example, the first file (T1) contains 135 concepts from original 

text and 20 concepts from condensed text. WS4J
8
 has two inputs options, we choose to 

match a set of concepts at once because we got large number of concepts and this will save 

time and effort. Figure 3.4 shows how this is done. To calculate the semantic similarity for 

all the extracted concepts, we need to upload the 20 concepts and compare them with all the 

135 concepts from the original text. 

 

Figure 3.6: Calculate Concepts Semantic Matching 

                                                           
8 http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/ 

http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/
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3.4.2 Calculate the Results for all Measures 

After collecting data sets that contain both original text and condensed text. Then extract 

the concepts from each original text and condensed text. The next step is to match between 

the extracted concepts using different semantic measures. Table 3.5 clarifies a sample of 

using WuP measure for the first file T1. Columns represent the number of extracted 

Original Concepts (OC), where the table‟s rows represent the number of extracted 

Condensed Concepts (CC). Each file has six Semitic matching results using (WuP, LCH, 

LIN, Resnik, HSO, and LESK) measures. Each file has six tables. For full table refer 

Appendix3.  
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Table 3.5:  Sample of Semantic Matching for WuP Results 

 

For example : the two concept matching from the  (T1) file , first  condensed concept CC1 

is dictator and first  original concept OC1 is  defense, the result as shown in the table 3.6 

using WuP measure is: 0.5556. 

Table 3.6:  Two Concepts Matching Result 

OC CC1 

  Dictator 

 

Defense 0.5556 

OC CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 ……… CC17 CC18 CC19 CC20 

  

dictator Confusion hospital Arrest   Surgery death Court Government 

    

  

    

Defense 0.5556 0.6667 0.7778 0.6667 ……… 0.7778 0.625 0.8235 0.8 

Minister 0.7273 0.6 0.4545 0.6 ……… 0.6667 0.5263 0.6667 0.6 

Priest 0.7619 0.6667 0.4762 0.6667 ……… 0.4762 0.7143 0.6957 0.375 

Magistrate - - - -  ……  - - - - 

Murder 0.2 0.6667 0.2727 0.5455 ……… 0.5217 0.88 0.6087 0.5455 

Day 0.7826 0.625 0.4762 0.625 ……… 0.4762 0.6667 0.6957 0.4286 

Embassy - - - - ……… - - - - 

Police 0.2667 0.4 0.7059 0.4 ……… 0.3333 0.4286 0.7059 0.75 

Source 0.8182 0.4444 0.6667 0.4444 ……… 0.6667 0.5714 0.7273 0.6 

Insult 0.2857 0.6316 0.375 0.6316 ……… 0.7 0.5556 0.6 0.6316 

Team 0.2857 0.4286 0.7059 0.4286 ……… 0.3529 0.4615 0.7059 0.75 

http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=dictator%23n%232&w2=defense%23n%2310&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=dictator%23n%232&w2=defense%23n%2310&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=confusion%23n%235&w2=defense%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=hospital%23n%231&w2=defense%23n%2310&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=arrest%23n%231&w2=defense%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=surgery%23n%232&w2=defense%23n%2310&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=death%23n%231&w2=defense%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=court%23n%2310&w2=defense%23n%2310&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=government%23n%231&w2=defense%23n%239&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=dictator%23n%232&w2=minister%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=confusion%23n%235&w2=minister%23n%234&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=hospital%23n%231&w2=minister%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=arrest%23n%231&w2=minister%23n%234&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=surgery%23n%234&w2=minister%23n%234&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=death%23n%231&w2=minister%23n%234&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=court%23n%235&w2=minister%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=government%23n%232&w2=minister%23n%234&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=dictator%23n%232&w2=priest%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=confusion%23n%231&w2=priest%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=hospital%23n%231&w2=priest%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=arrest%23n%232&w2=priest%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=surgery%23n%232&w2=priest%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=death%23n%233&w2=priest%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=court%23n%235&w2=priest%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=government%23n%231&w2=priest%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=dictator%23n%232&w2=murder%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=confusion%23n%234&w2=murder%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=hospital%23n%232&w2=murder%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=arrest%23n%231&w2=murder%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=surgery%23n%234&w2=murder%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=death%23n%238&w2=murder%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=court%23n%2311&w2=murder%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=government%23n%232&w2=murder%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=dictator%23n%231&w2=day%23n%2310&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=confusion%23n%231&w2=day%23n%239&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=hospital%23n%231&w2=day%23n%2310&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=arrest%23n%232&w2=day%23n%239&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=surgery%23n%232&w2=day%23n%2310&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=death%23n%233&w2=day%23n%239&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=court%23n%235&w2=day%23n%2310&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=government%23n%231&w2=day%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=dictator%23n%232&w2=police%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=confusion%23n%231&w2=police%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=hospital%23n%232&w2=police%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=arrest%23n%232&w2=police%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=surgery%23n%234&w2=police%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=death%23n%233&w2=police%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=court%23n%233&w2=police%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=government%23n%231&w2=police%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=dictator%23n%231&w2=source%23n%235&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=confusion%23n%235&w2=source%23n%233&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=hospital%23n%231&w2=source%23n%234&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=arrest%23n%231&w2=source%23n%233&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=surgery%23n%232&w2=source%23n%234&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=death%23n%232&w2=source%23n%237&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=court%23n%235&w2=source%23n%235&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=government%23n%234&w2=source%23n%233&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=dictator%23n%232&w2=insult%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=confusion%23n%235&w2=insult%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=hospital%23n%232&w2=insult%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=arrest%23n%231&w2=insult%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=surgery%23n%234&w2=insult%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=death%23n%231&w2=insult%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=court%23n%2311&w2=insult%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=government%23n%232&w2=insult%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=dictator%23n%232&w2=team%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=confusion%23n%231&w2=team%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=hospital%23n%232&w2=team%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=arrest%23n%232&w2=team%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=surgery%23n%234&w2=team%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=death%23n%233&w2=team%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=court%23n%233&w2=team%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=government%23n%231&w2=team%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
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3.5 Evaluation 

 The evaluation process is to evaluate the quality of the condensed text by comparing it 

with the original text. Evaluation process first done by human then by comparing human 

evaluation and semantic measures evaluation then by calculating the errors of each measure 

and checking which measure that gives the minimum error. We will use descriptive 

statistical Mean Square Error (MSE) to evaluate the final results. 
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Matching Process and Experiment 
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 Overview  

 

This chapter explains in details the proposed model. This is done after collecting the data 

sets and extracting main concepts from both condensed text and original text. The aim is to 

find which measure from semantic measures with a minimum error. The experiments are 

divided into two types of evaluations.  In the first evaluation, the selected condensed texts 

have covered the original texts with 100%. In the second evaluation, expert evaluated the 

condensed text coverage for the original texts. 

 

 4.1 Proposed Model  

 

Our proposed model contains the following phases:  

1. Extracting concepts from the original text. 

2. Extracting concepts from the condensed text.  

3. Computing semantic measures among concepts. 

4. Finding the best semantic measure with a minimum error. 

The first and the second phase have been explained in chapter three. The following section 

will explain in details the semantic matching phase. 

 

This research collected two data sets. For each set, we extracted the concepts from both 

original and condensed texts. In this phase, we are going to compare each concept from the 

original text with the concept from the condensed text. For example in file (T1), the 

extracted concepts from the original text were 135 concepts, and from the condensed text 

were 20 concepts. Table 4.1 shows an example of applying WuP measure on the 135 

concepts against the 20 concepts for the original and condensed text respectively. The first 
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field of the table 4.1 represents the Original Concept (OC); in this example the concept is 

“defense”. The first row of the table 4.1 also represents the Condensed Concepts (CC) that 

has been extracted from the condensed text. For each concept from the 135 concepts we 

computed the WuP measure value. Table 4.1 represents a sample for this WuP measure. 

For full results see appendix number 3. This step has been repeated for all the files and for 

the six measures (34 files from first data sets and 14 files from second data sets). 

 

Table 4.1:  Samples of Matching Original text Concepts with Condensed Concepts 

using WuP 

OC CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4   CC17 CC18 CC19 CC20 

  

dictator Confusion Hospital arrest ………… surgery death Court government 

    

  

    

defense 0.5556  0.6667  0.7778  0.6667  

………… 0.7778  0.625  0.8235  0.8  

minister 0.7273  0.6  0.4545  0.6  

………… 0.6667  0.5263  0.6667  0.6  

priest 0.7619  0.6667  0.4762  0.6667  

………… 0.4762  0.7143  0.6957  0.375  

 

Applying six semantic measures for 135*20 concepts for 5 acceptance rates produced more 

than 80,000 data items for only one file (135*20*6*5=81,000). 

4.2 Calculate the Maximum for Each Concepts 

 

The maximum is important to see how far these concepts are closed to each other. At first, 

we need to define the maximum value for each semantic measure (SM). Some semantic 

measures have maximum value such as WuP and LIN where they have “1” as a maximum 

http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=dictator%23n%232&w2=defense%23n%2310&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=confusion%23n%235&w2=defense%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=hospital%23n%231&w2=defense%23n%2310&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=arrest%23n%231&w2=defense%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=surgery%23n%232&w2=defense%23n%2310&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=death%23n%231&w2=defense%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=court%23n%2310&w2=defense%23n%2310&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=government%23n%231&w2=defense%23n%239&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=dictator%23n%232&w2=minister%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=confusion%23n%235&w2=minister%23n%234&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=hospital%23n%231&w2=minister%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=arrest%23n%231&w2=minister%23n%234&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=surgery%23n%234&w2=minister%23n%234&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=death%23n%231&w2=minister%23n%234&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=court%23n%235&w2=minister%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=government%23n%232&w2=minister%23n%234&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=dictator%23n%232&w2=priest%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=confusion%23n%231&w2=priest%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=hospital%23n%231&w2=priest%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=arrest%23n%232&w2=priest%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=surgery%23n%232&w2=priest%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=death%23n%233&w2=priest%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=court%23n%235&w2=priest%23n%232&measure=wup&mode=w
http://ws4jdemo.appspot.com/?w1=government%23n%231&w2=priest%23n%231&measure=wup&mode=w
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value while the maximum value of HSO measure is “16”. The other measures have no 

maximum value. The aim is to find how the condensed concepts best covered the original 

text concepts at a certain point. For example in the file (T1), the goal is to find how much 

the 20 condensed concepts cover the 135 original concepts. This is mean which concept 

from the 20 concepts that have the maximum matching value, and we can accept only if the 

maximum go beyond a certain point (cutting point). As table 4.2 shows that the maximum 

value is between original concepts “defense” and condensed concepts “charge” which has 

the value (0.8889) using WuP measure. 

 

Table 4.2:  Calculate Maximum Value Example using WuP  

 

4.3 Calculate the Maximum for Each Semantic Measure 

 

As we discussed chapter three, semantic measures can be divided into semantic similarity 

measures and semantic relatedness measures. Some measures has maximum value (WuP, 

LIN, HSO) while other has no maximum value (LESK, LCH, Resnik). Measures such as 

WuP & LIN have a maximum value which is greater than or equal to zero and less than or 

equal to one. HSO measure has maximum value which is greater than or equal to zero and 

less than or equal to 16. We need the maximum value to calculate the value for each cutting 

points. Cutting point means that if semantic measures between two concepts above this 
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point; we will accept it otherwise if it‟s below this point, we reject it. There is a problem to 

define this; therefore, the maximum will help us to know if the result below this certain 

point the result is rejected. For example using WuP measure, the maximum value for this 

measure is “1”. To calculate the number of accepted concepts for a certain point for 

example “50%”. This means all the semantic matching results that have the maximum 

value above “0.50” is accepted, other matching results which is below “0.50” is rejected. 

 

In the rest three measures (LESK, LCH, Resnik) there is no maximum value. Therefore, we 

cannot calculate the percentage of cutting point of each file. Thus, four different techniques 

are proposed to calculate the maximum number of each file. Then we can calculate the 

cutting point with a different percentage. Next part illustrates an explanation for each 

technique; we choose LESK measure to illustrate the techniques: 

1) Max average: 

We took the average of the maximum value for each original concepts (OC) and condensed 

concepts (CC).                    

For example file (T1), the original text has 135 extracted concepts and the condensed text 

has 20 extracted concepts. We compute the semantic matching for each OC with the CC. 

Then we calculated the maximum results. Thus, we will have 135 maximum for this file. 

After calculating the semantic measures results, we choose LESK measure to illustrate the 

example. The average value for all 135 maximums was 645 (LESK measure).  
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2) Trimming Max Average with 5%  

We used the trimming method with 5% after sorting the semantic measure maximum from 

low to high.             

For example in file (T1), the extracted concepts form the original file is 135 concepts and 

the extracted concepts form the condensed file is 20 concepts. We computed the semantic 

measures matching for all the extracted concepts, and then calculated the maximum results. 

The maximum values are sorted in ascending. 5% trimming from 135 is “7” concepts. 

Therefore, we removed 7 concepts form below and 7 concepts from above. Then, we 

calculate average of the remaining concepts “121 concepts” after trimming and the average 

was 300 (LESK measure).  

3) Average for all results 

This is done by calculating the average of semantic matching results for all the extracted 

concepts from the original text OC, and the extracted concepts from the condensed text CC. 

We need to calculate the result as number of OC * number of CC for a given file.  

For example in file name (T1) which we discussed before that it‟s contained 135 OC and 

20 CC.  So the result will be the average of (135*20) = 2700 and the value was 98 (LESK 

measure). 

4) Trimming Average for all results with 5% 

This technique is close to number two, but instead we sorted the concepts from high to low. 

Then use trimming method with 5% percentage and chooses the first max after trimming.   
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For example in file name (T1) as explained before, the extracted concepts form the original 

file is 135 concepts and the extracted concepts form the condensed file is 20 concepts.  The 

results from matching are 135 maximum values. The maximum values are sorted in 

descending way. 5% trimming from 135 is “7” concepts. Therefore, we removed 7 

concepts from the above. The result of the first maximum value after trimming was 

2595(LESK measure). 

In all fourth methods, we got four values (645, 300, 98, and 2595). We need to choose 

neither not very high number nor small one because if we took the low value “98” most of 

the concepts will be included in our experiment. At the same time, if we took high value 

“2595” most of the concepts will be ignored and not included. So we decided to choose 

average value which is 300 as the maximum value for this file.  

These techniques are tested for three measures (LESK, LCH, and Resnik). We found that 

the best technique is to calculate maximum is technique number two, which is trimming 

Max Average with 5%.  

 The Trimming Max Average with 5% is used for both first data sets and second data sets 

and for the three measures which we discussed before. Each set has different extracted 

original concepts. Therefore, the trimming with 5% value is depends on the number of the 

original text extracted concepts. 

4.4 Semantic Matching with Different Cutting Points 

  
 This part explains why the researcher chooses different cutting points. Also discuss the 

result for each one. To accept how each two concepts are closed or far from each other; we 

need a cutting point. To find which cutting point is the best is critical. Therefore, we choose 
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five different points with different values (40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, and 80%) to accept or 

reject the matching results, and then apply them to all semantic measures. For each original 

text and it‟s condensed we measure these cutting points for the six semantic measures. The 

equation (6) shows our own equation to calculate the acceptance rate for a certain measure. 

Therefore, in data set one we apply this for 34 files and for the six measures. Same done in 

data set two which has 14 files.  

 

Acceptance Rate %       
                                       

                              
         …… (6) 

Different cutting points are used to check the coverage of each condensed text. Each 

measure has five different cutting points. Next section illustrates an example for some of 

the semantic measure with different cutting points. 

4.4.1 Examples of Different Acceptance Rate 

 

Cutting point percentage calculation based on how the condensed concepts cover original 

concepts with threshold value. For example, first file (T1) form first data set; the result of 

cutting point 40% for WuP measure is 90.37. This is by calculating 40% from the 

maximum value of WuP measure. As discussed before, the maximum value for WuP is 1. 

Thus, for 40% the value is 0.40. That‟s mean all concepts with maximum is equal or greater 

than 0.40 is counted.  

In the same file using cutting point 40% with WuP measure. This part illustrates how the 

calculation is done. The aim is to find how the condensed text covers the original text. The 

number of extracted concepts form condensed text is 20 concepts and number of extracted 

concepts from original text is 135. Therefore, we need to find how much these 20 CC 
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covered the OC which is 135. The researcher chooses different point to accept or reject the 

results. The total number of concepts which has a maximum value equal or greater than 

0.40 is 122 concepts; this mean that the 20 condensed concepts is covered with 122 original 

concepts. To calculate the coverage percentage, we divided the covered concepts 122 by 

the total number of original text extracted concepts which are 135 concepts. The result 

using equation (6) is 90.37 as showing in table 4.3 for the first file using WuP measure. For 

the second file (T2), the result is 87.36.  

Acceptance Rate in 40% (T1) = 
   

   
 * 100% = 90.37 

 

Table 4.3:  Sample of Result for Cutting Point 40% in WuP Measure 

Table 4.3 presents a list of examples for data set one. Its show each file name and original 

text size” OT size” and condensed text size “CT size”. It also shows sample 40% cutting 

point result using WuP. We will discuss later how to calculate the average error for each 

cutting point. 

File Name Text  OT size CT size  40% cutting point  

APW19981019.0098 T1  8 KB 1 KB 90.37 

APW19981022.0269 T2 4KB 1 KB 87.36 

APW19981030.0792 T3 5KB 1KB 86.26 

APW19981120.0290 T4 5KB 1KB 87.88 

… … … … … 

… … … … … 

… … … … … 

NYT19981223.0347 T34 11KB 1KB 93.89 
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Another walk through example for the first file (T1) but using another cutting point which 

is 70% using HSO measure. As explained previously, the maximum value for HSO is 16. 

Thus, we need to measure the degree of acceptance and rejection results to be above 70% 

cutting point, 70% from 16 is equal 11. This means all concepts with maximum are equal 

or greater than 11 are counted. The total number of concepts which has a maximum value 

above 11 is 20 concepts. This means that the 20 condensed concepts covered 20 original 

concepts. The result is 14.81 as showing in table 4.4 for the first file using HSO measure. 

Acceptance Rate in 70% (T1) = 
  

   
 * 100% =14.81 

Table 4.4: Sample of Result for Cutting Point 70% in HSO Measure 

 
 

4.4.2 Result for Different Cutting Point  

 

This part shows why the researcher chooses different cutting point. For each file, six 

different measures are applied in the condensed text with five different cutting points. This 

mean that the experiments for the first data set which contain 34 set is (34*6*5=1020 

experiments). For second data set which is 14 files (14*6*5=420 experiments). 

File Name Text  OT size CT size  

70% cutting 

point  

APW19981019.0098 T1  8 KB 1 KB 14.81 

APW19981022.0269 T2 4KB 1 KB 21.84 

APW19981030.0792 T3 5KB 1KB 14.50 

APW19981120.0290 T4 5KB 1KB 16.67 

… … … … … 

… … … … … 

… … … … … 

NYT19981223.0347 T34 11KB 1KB 3.93 
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Table 4.5 shows sample of results using different cutting points in WuP measure. By 

choosing high value cutting point such as 80%, this means that we need to high coverage 

between condensed text and original text. From table 4.5, we can notice that the lower 

cutting point value the higher result. For example first file (T1) using 40% cutting point; 

this mean all the maximum value that is above 0.40 is counted. The result was 90.37 (122 

concepts that have value above 0.40 divided by the total number of original extracted 

concepts which is 135). While the result at the same file (T1) but using different cutting 

point 80% is 64.44 (87 concepts that have value above 0.8 divided by the total number of 

original extracted concepts135). 

Table 4.5:  Sample of Result for all Cutting point in WuP Measure 

 

4.5 Two Cases  

 

This research classifies the experiments in two parts. The classification is based on human 

evaluation of how much the condensed text covers its original text. First part, we consider 

the data sets‟ condensed text as an ideal, so we assume that the condensed text has covered 

the original text and all condensed text has 100% coverage. Second part, we considered that 

File Name 

 

 

Text 

40% 

cutting 

point  

50% 

cutting 

point 

60% 

cutting 

point 

70% 

cutting 

point 

80% 

cutting 

point 

APW19981019.0098 T1  90.37 90.37 90.37 87.41 64.44 

APW19981022.0269 T2 87.36 87.36 86.21 80.46 60.92 

APW19981030.0792 T3 86.26 86.26 83.97 79.39 62.60 

APW19981120.0290 T4 87.88 87.12 84.85 79.55 66.67 

… … … … … … … 

… … … … … … … 

… … … … … … … 

NYT19981223.0347 T34 93.89 93.89 93.01 88.21 68.56 
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this condensed text does not cover the original text and we need expert to evaluate the 

coverage of the condensed text. Expert evaluation divided into three categories (Good 

coverage”70% - 90%”, Medium coverage “60% - 75%, and Bad coverage “40% - 55 %”). 

Next section will discuss in details each experiment.  

 

4.5.1   Ideal Summaries  

 

This part we considered the data sets‟ condensed text as an ideal and no need for expert to 

evaluate it. Thus, we consider all human evaluation as 100 %. This mean that all the 

condensed text is covered the original text in data sets one. The aim is to explore which 

measure from the semantic measures that can give the minimum error. Through the results, 

we can find the best measure that can give minimum error in case we are sure that the 

condensed text is covered the original text. This is done only in data set one, as it‟s 

considered as a reference or an ideal summary.  

Table 4.6 shows sample of some results using WuP measure. It also represent human 

evaluation field. Through the table we can notice that human evaluation for all files is 

100%. This is because we considered the summary as an ideal summary for each original 

text. Thus, we assume that all files has 100% coverage between the condensed text covered 

the original text. After that, we need to calculate the error between human and each cutting 

point. The error calculation is the difference between human and a given cutting point. The 

calculation as below:  

Error for a cutting point = (Human Evaluation - Cutting point result) ²…….. (7) 
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For example in first file (T1), the result using WuP measure in cutting point 40% is 90.37. 

To calculate the error for cutting point 40% , the results is the difference between human 

evaluation which is 100 here and the result for error in 40% cutting point which is here 

90.37. Thus the result for the error using WuP measure in 40% cutting point is: 

Error cutting point 40% = (100 - 90.37) ² = 93  

To be able to compute the mean square error, we record the error between the human 

evaluation and each cutting point result. This is done for different cutting points (40%, 

50%, 60%, 70%, and 80%) and for each semantic measure (WuP, LCH, LIN, Resnik, HSO, 

and LESK). More details refer to appendix 4. 

Table 4.6:  Result for Cutting Point 40% in WuP with Human Evaluation 100% 

4.5.2 Different Evaluation Rates 

  

 In this part, an expert evaluation is needed to find whether if the condensed text covers its 

original text. We considered that condensed text does not cover the original text. That‟s 

File Name Text Human Ev. % 40% cutting point  
ERROR 

40% 

APW19981019.0098 T1  100 90.37 93 

APW19981022.0269 T2 100 87.36 160 

APW19981030.0792 T3 100 86.26 189 

APW19981120.0290 T4 100 87.88 147 

… … 100 … … 

… … 100 … … 

… … 100 … … 

NYT19981223.0347 T34 100 93.89 37 
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why; an expert evaluation is needed to evaluate how much the condensed text cover the 

original text. Expert evaluation divided into three categories: 

 

Good coverage: 70% - 90%. 

Medium coverage: 60% - 75%. 

 Bad coverage: 40% - 55%. 

Original text files come with different sizes such as 4KB, 9KB, 15 KB and 20KB. But the 

condensed texts come with fixed size 1 KB. Because of that, an expert evaluation is 

important to find if the condensed text cover most content of the original text. By Good 

coverage we mean that the condensed text covers most of the content of its original text. In 

the other hand, bad coverage means that the condensed text does not cover the original text.   

Table 4.7:  Expert Evaluation Percentage for First Data Set 

 

Table 4.7 present sample of expert evaluation percentage for first data set. It also shows 

each original text size (OT) and condensed text size (CT). For example first file (T1) with 

File Name Text OT size CT size  Human Ev. % 

APW19981019.0098 T1 8 KB 1 KB 70 

APW19981022.0269 T2 4KB 1 KB 85 

NYT19981114.0129 T25 15KB 1KB 55 

APW19981120.0290 T4 5KB 1KB 80 

NYT19981004.0102 T11 9KB 1KB 65 

NYT19981001.0379 T9 20KB 1KB 40 

… … … … … 

… … … … … 

NYT19981223.0347 

 

T34 11KB 1KB 65 
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8KB original text size and 1KB the condensed text size. The expert evaluation was 70%; 

this means when human compare the coverage between condensed text and original text, 

the result is the coverage is medium with 70%. While file (T9) the expert find the coverage 

of the condensed text is 40%, this means that the condensed text has a bad coverage 

comparing it with its original text. 

The expert evaluation part is done for all 34 files from the first data sets and 14 file for the 

second data sets. In this experiment we need to find which measure can give a result that is 

closed to expert evaluation. And also which measure that can give the minimum. This 

experiment also needs different cutting point to compute the coverage of the condensed 

text.  

Table 4.8:  Result for Cutting Point 40% in WuP with Expert Evaluation Rates 

 

Table 4.8 shows Result for cutting point 40% in WuP with Human Evaluation rate. To 

calculate the error for each cutting point we need to find the difference between human 

evaluation and the result for each cutting point. For example first file (T1); the expert 

evaluated the coverage of the condensed text by comparing with its original text. The 

File Name 

 

Text 

OT 

size 

CT 

size  Human Ev. % 

40% cutting 

point  

ERROR 

40% 

APW19981019.0098 T1  8 KB 1 KB 70 90.37 415 

APW19981022.0269 T2 4KB 1 KB 85 87.36 6 

APW19981030.0792 T3 5KB 1KB 85 86.26 2 

APW19981120.0290 T4 5KB 1KB 80 87.88 62 

… … … … … … … 

… … … … … … … 

… … … … … … … 

NYT19981223.0347 T34 11KB 1KB 65 93.89 
834 
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expert evaluation result was 70%.  As discussed before, the calculation using WuP measure 

in cutting point 40% is 90.37. Therefore, the error between expert evaluation result and 

cutting point 40% result is the difference between both. The result is: 

Error in 40% = (70 - 90.37)² = 415 

This calculation is the same as has been shown in the next file where the error is (6). This is 

done for all cutting points. For WuP measure, it has five different cutting points. Same is 

done for the other semantic measures. Through the results of these experiments, we need 

the find which measure from the six measures can give minimum error in a certain cutting 

point. 

4.6 Experiment Result and Analysis 
 

This research used Mean Square Error (MSE) to calculate the average error of each 

semantic measure. Each measure has different five cutting point, so each measure has five 

MSE result (Chai & Draxler, 2014). 

 

MSE =∑ √
                                        

 
   

   * 100% 

 

As discussed before, this research considered that the condensed texts cover its original 

text. Thus, in this part the expert evaluation for this part is 100%. The other part of 

experiment assumes that the condensed text does not cover the original text. Therefore, 

expert evaluation is needed. Results for expert evaluation come with different percentage 
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based on the coverage of the main content in condensed text. Next section explains the 

result for both parts. 

Result for Ideal Summaries 

 
As explained before, this research used six semantic measures (WuP, LCH, LIN, Resnik, 

HSO, and LESK) and five different cutting points (40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, and 80%). Each 

measure had five different results based on cutting point percentage.  After we calculate the 

difference between expert evaluation and each measure result; Next step is to compute the 

average error for each measure in a given cutting point. Figure 4.1 present average errors 

for cutting point 40% for the six measures. Through the table we can note that WuP 

measure and LCH measure have lowest error with (12.22, 11.80).  From results, we 

realized that measure that can give the minimum average error is LCH with (11.80) error.  

HSO measure gives the maximum error with (78.45). For the rest figures of all cutting 

points error, refer to appendix no. 5.   

 

Table 4.9: Average MSE for 40% Cutting Point  

 

 

 

Measures Cutting point 40% 

WuP 12.22 

LCH 11.80 

LIN 31.86 

Resnik 18.38 

HSO 78.45 

LESK  42.27 
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Figure 4.1: Average MSE for the 40% Cutting Point  

 

Through table 4.10, we concluded that LCH measure is the best measure for cutting point 

40%. This means if we have a condensed text and this condensed text has a high coverage 

of its original text; we can use LCH measure.  We can note that LCH has the minimum 

error in most cases, also the average error for LCH between cutting point 40% (11.80) and 

cutting point 50 %( 11.83) is insignificant. 

 

Table 4.10: Average MSE for all Cutting Points 

Measures 

cutting point 

40% 

cutting point 

50% 

cutting point 

60% 

cutting point 

70% 

cutting 

point 80% 

WuP 12.22 12.67 15.28 20.75 38.41 

LCH 11.80 11.83 12.48 15.79 26.04 

LIN 31.86 44.57 57.25 69.06 77.68 

Resnik 18.38 20.46 25.46 31.79 40.31 

HSO 78.45 87.98 87.98 87.98 87.98 

LESK 42.27 50.10 56.15 61.51 66.14 

0.00

10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00

50.00

60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00
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cutting point 40% 

cutting point 40%
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Figure 4.2: Average MSE for all Semantic Measures 

 

Figure 4.2, shows that LCH measure is the best measure with minimum error. The figure 

also shows that there is a crossing point between LESK measure and LIN measure for the 

60%cutting point. It‟s clear that LIN measure has error less than LESK. For example, for 

cutting point 40% LIN has 31.86 where LESK has 42.27. From that we concluded if we are 

looking for a generalized summary, cutting point is less than 60%, LIN gives minimum 

error comparing with LESK. However, if we are looking for a specific summary LESK 

gives minimum error comparing with LIN measure. 
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Results for different evaluation rates 

As we discussed before, this experiment used expert evaluation to evaluate the quality of 

the condensed text. This is done by comparing the coverage with its condensed text. To 

compare the result of expert evaluation and out result; first we extracted the concepts from 

original text and condensed text, then applying the six semantic measures on the extracted 

concepts. Then we calculated the average error for each semantic measure. The results 

show that Resnik has the minimum error with 12.21% on average. Table 4.11 and figure 

4.4 presents the results at cutting point 70%. 

It‟s clear that Resnik measure has minimum error value.  

 

Table 4.11: Average MSE for the 70% Cutting Point  

Measures cutting point 70% 

WuP 16.24 

LCH 19.32 

LIN 40.62 

Resnik 12.21 

HSO 58.36 

LESK  34.19 
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Figure 4.3: Average MSE for the 70% Cutting Point  

 

             Table 4.12: Average MSE for all Cutting Points 

 

Table 4.12 lists all results for all semantic measures using different cutting points. Through 

figure 4.4, we concluded that if we have a condensed text and we are not sure about the 

summary quality. We need an expert to evaluate it, to define whether the condensed text 

covers all the content of its original text.   

 

0.00

10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00

50.00

60.00

70.00

WUP LCH LIN Resnik HSO LESK

cutting point 70% 

cutting point 70%

Measures 

cutting 

point 40% 

cutting 

point 50% 

cutting 

point 60% 

cutting 

point 70% 

cutting 

point 80% 

WuP 22.12 21.65 19.55 16.24 16.08 

LCH 22.41 22.35 21.69 19.32 14.38 

LIN 13.04 19.83 30.22 40.62 48.66 

Resnik 17.21 16.24 13.17 12.21 15.96 

HSO 49.23 58.36 58.36 58.36 58.36 

LESK 20.24 25.26 29.72 34.19 38.39 
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Figure 4.4: Average MSE for all Semantic Measures 

 

From figure 4.4 shows that there are many crossing points between the measures. When the 

cutting point is less than 60%, i.e. the summary is very general, the error is not clear. 

However, when the cutting point is more than 60% the error become clear. For example, 

the crossing point for Resnik measure is (17.21) where LIN measure is (13.4) at cutting 

point 40%. This means if we are looking for a generalized summary LIN measure gives the 
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minimum error with MSE 13.4%. However, for a precise summary, Resnik has the 

minimum error in most cutting points. 

Another crossing point is between LCH measure with average error (14.38) and WuP with 

average error (16.08). LCH and WuP are from the same family which is the path length. 

Both depend on calculating the depth between two concepts based on the node counting. 

The depth in given taxonomy is the length of the shortest path for two concepts between the 

root of the taxonomy and these concepts.  

 

In the case of bad summaries; i.e. when the expert give 40% coverage In this case, this 

research recommends using LESK measure. Table 4.13 shows the results for all bad 

coverage from first data sets for (T9), column (H.E) shows the results of human evaluation 

which was (40%).  It also shows the results for different acceptance rates used with the six 

semantic measures. Table 4.14 shows the result for the second data sets (T12). Both tables 

show that LESK measure gave the minimum error. Table 4.13 shows that LESK measure 

has the minimum error (3%).  Table 4.14 shows that LESK measure has the minimum error 

(1%).    

 The results from table 4.13 and 4.14 show that LESK is the best measure to evaluate the 

bad coverage summary. We concluded that the semantic measures can be used to identify 

not only the good coverage but also the bad coverage.   
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Table 4.13: Result for Bad Coverage from First Data Sets 

          
Cutting 
Points     Error      

File Name Text 
OT 
size H.E 40% ……… 80% 40% ……… 80%  SM 

NYT19981001.0379 T9 20KB 40 90 ……… 64 2467 ……… 563 WuP 

NYT19981001.0379 T9 20KB 40 84 ……… 61 1925 ……… 450 RES 

NYT19981001.0379 T9 20KB 40 72 ……… 24 1011 ……… 266 LIN 

NYT19981001.0379 T9 20KB 40 64 ……… 38 599 ……… 3 LESK 

NYT19981001.0379 T9 20KB 40 90 ……… 79 2518 ……… 1489 LCH 

NYT19981001.0379 T9 20KB 40 22 ……… 10 309 ……… 911 HSO 

 

Table 4.14: Result for Bad Coverage from Second Data Sets 

 

 

4.7 Evaluate the Result using Second Data Set 

 
This research used two data sets. The first data set contains 34 original texts and condensed 

texts. We apply our experiments in the first data set; but to evaluate the results, we used 

another data set which contains 14 original texts and 14 condensed texts. In this set, we 

assumed that the condensed text does not cover the original text. Therefore, an expert 

            
Cutting 
Points      Error       

File 
Name Text 

OT 
size H.E ……. 60% 70% 80% ……. 60% 70% 80%  SM 

Text 12 T12 19KB 40 ……. 89 85 74 ……. 2397 2005 1158 WuP 

Text 12 T12 19KB 40 ……. 79 74 68 ……. 1506 1158 787 RES 

Text 12 T12 19KB 40 ……. 58 44 33 ……. 321 13 56 LIN 

Text 12 T12 19KB 40 ……. 41 36 32 ……. 1 17 70 LESK 

Text 12 T12 19KB 40 ……. 89 86 76 ……. 2426 2113 1326 LCH 

Text 12 T12 19KB 40 ……. 18 18 18 ……. 475 475 475 HSO 
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evaluation is needed. All steps have been repeated as for the first data set. Then the error 

has been calculated by computing the difference between expert evaluation and the value of 

each measure. Table 4.13 and figure 4.5 show the average error using different semantic 

measures. The results show that Resnik measure is the best measure that gives minimum 

error 15.68% using cutting point 40%. 

 

 Table 4.15: Average MSE for all Cutting Points using Second Data sets 

 

 

 

 

Measures 

cutting 

point 40% 

cutting 

point 50% 

cutting 

point 60% 

cutting 

point 70% 

cutting 

point 80% 

WuP 16.70 16.43 16.15 16.96 23.50 

LCH 16.68 16.70 16.56 16.27 21.69 

LIN 21.34 27.68 37.98 45.80 54.69 

Resnik 15.68 15.77 17.22 21.38 29.79 

HSO 49.50 59.79 57.79 59.79 59.79 

LESK 39.53 44.86 49.46 52.37 54.15 
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Figure 4.5: Average MSE for all Semantic Measures in Second Data Sets 

WUP LCH LIN Resink HSO LESK

cutting point 40% 16.70 16.68 21.34 15.68 49.50 39.53

cutting point 50% 16.43 16.70 27.68 15.77 59.79 44.86

cutting point 60% 16.15 16.56 37.98 17.22 59.79 49.46

cutting point 70% 16.96 16.27 45.80 21.38 59.79 52.37

cutting point 80% 23.50 21.69 54.25 29.27 59.79 54.15
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Conclusions and Future Work 
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Overview 

 

This chapter summarizes the work done through this research. It discusses the conclusion 

from the results in both experiments. It also discusses future work.  

5.1 Conclusion and Contributions  

 
The thesis concluded in finding the best measure that can give a minimum error for 

measuring the quality of a condensed text. The results from first experiment showed that 

LCH measure has the minimum error comparing with other measures. This means that if 

you are sure that these summaries are the best ones for a given texts, you can use LCH to 

define how much the quality of these condensed texts.  

However, if you believe that these summaries are not good ones and you need to find the 

quality of these summaries. Using Resnik measure will give the minimum error comparing 

it with other measures. Thus, Resnik is the best measure to define whether a condensed is 

covered or not. 

This thesis also found out the best measure that can give the bad coverage of condensed 

text. 

This means if we have a summary and we need to find out how much this summary is bad. 

LESK will give the minimum error. Thus, LESK is the best measure to define the worst 

(bad coverage) condensed text.  

The above contributions can be summarized in one main point which is the semantic 

measures can be used to identify not only the good coverage but also the bad coverage.  
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The research evaluated the semantic measures and showed how these measures could be 

used to evaluate the quality of a condensed text. Also this research contributed in defining 

the best semantic measures with minimal error that defines how much a condensed text 

covers its original text.  

 

The main steps for this research could be summarized in the following points:  

 

 

 1) This research studied how to find the quality of the condensed text using the semantic 

measures. 

2) In order to study the quality of the condensed text. We used data sets that contain the 

original text with its condensed text. We collected data sets (first data set 34 files and 

second data set 14 files). 

3) Extraction concepts from each condensed text and original text using KAON.  

4)  Semantic matching using six different measures (WuP, LCH, LIN, Resnik, HSO, and     

LESK). Each two measures belong to one family. 

5) We calculated the coverage using different cutting point for each measure. By choosing 

different cutting point; we aim to find how closed the condensed text concepts from 

original text concepts.   

6)  The final results show that using a measure to define the coverage of the condensed text 

is based on the summary quality. We have three cases: if you are looking for the ideal 

summary, you can use LCH measure. If you are not sure from the quality of the condensed 
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text, you can use Resnik. If you are looking for a summary with a bad coverage, the 

measure that can tell that is LESK.   

5.2 Future Work  

 

There are several issues that can be explored further from this thesis. These are:  

 

1) Possibility to use this approach to compare human generated summary and automatic 

generated summary. To compare among summaries, we need to extract the concepts from 

both human generated summary and automatic generated summary. Then, apply the 

semantic measures on the extracted concepts. 

2) Using other semantic measures such as path measure, Jiang & Conrath measure and 

context Vectors measure. 

3) Apply semantic measures for Arabic text. It‟s more difficult than English language 

because we must have an Arabic version of WordNet. Also, we need semantic measures 

that are designed to compute the similarity for Arabic concepts. 

4) Use semantic measures to check relevancy and plagiarism. The plagiarism is already 

exist but with exact matching. Our idea is to apply the semantic matching using the 

semantic measures to check the relevancy and plagiarism. 
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Appendix  

1. NIST assigned agreement  
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2. Table of original extracted concepts in file. 

No. Concepts No. Concepts No. Concepts No. Concepts No. Concepts 

1 Defense 

 
28 Prosecution 

 
55 Order 

 
82 Guard 

 
109 Television 

 

2 Minister 

 

 

29 Institution 

 
56 Advice 

 
83 Stuff 

 

 

110 Interview 

 

3 Priest 

 
30 Power 

 
57 Government 

 
84 Idea 

 
111 Division 

 

4 Magistrate 

 
31 Abuse 

 
58 Lawmaker 

 
85 Business 112 Riot 

 

5 Murder 

 
32 Constitution 

 
59 Bed 

 
86 Army 

 
113 Police 

 

6 Day 

 
33 Statement 

 
60 Result 

 
87 People 

 
114 Police 

 

7 Embassy 

 
34 Word 

 
61 Water 

 
88 Administration 

 
115 Line 

 

8 Police 

 
35 Military 

 
62 Cannon 

 
89 Government 

 
116 spokesman 

 

9 Source 

 
36 Support 

 
63 Decade 

 
90 Report 

 
117 Response 

 

10 Insult 

 
37 Portrait 

 
64 Application 

 
91 Disappearance 

 
118 Death 

 

11 Team 

 
38 Extradition 

 
65 Regime 

 
92 Passport 

 
119 Pressure 

 

12 Claim 

 
39 Law 

 
66 Delegation 

 
93 Family 

 
120 Release 

 

13 Arrest 

 
40 Protester 

 
67 Place 

 
94 Total 

 
121 Injury 

 

14 Warrant 

 
41 Arrest 

 
68 Politician 

 
95 Police 

 
122 Violation 

 

15 Attorney 42 Opponent 

 
69 Scene 

 
96 Gas 

 
123 Attitude 

 

16 Envoy 

 
43 Rightist 

 
70 Decision 

 
97 Allegation 

 
124 Lobby 

 

17 Extradition 

 
44 Politician 

 
71 Judge 

 
98 News 

 
125 Group 

 

18 Request 

 
45 Time 

 
72 Evening 

 
99 Court 

 
126 Placard 

 

19 Opinion 

 
46 Amnesty 

 
73 Dictator 

 
100 Strongman 

 
127 Bearing 

 

20 Term 

 
47 Month 

 
74 Iron 

 
101 Rights 

 
128 Condition 

 

21 Rally 

 
48 Father 

 
75 Fist 

 
102 Abuse 

 
129 Son 

 

22 Week 

 
49 Immunity 

 
76 Visitor 103 Country 130 Year 

23 Boss 

 
50 Caption 

 
77 Diplomat 

 
104 Demonstrator 

 
131 demonstration 

 

24 Government 

 
51 Capital 

 
78 Policy 

 
105 Operation 

 
132 anonymity 

 

25 Official 

 
52 Publicity 

 
79 Trial 

 
106 Official 

 
133 Reign 

 

26 Post 

 
53 Patient 

 
80 Black 

 
107 Event 

 
134 Hospital 

 

27 crime 

 
54 Arrest 

 
81 Police 

 
108 Dissident 

 
135 Protest 
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3. semantic matching results for T1   

A) WuP Measure  
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B) LCH measure 
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C) Resnik measure 
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D) LIN measure 
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E) HSO measure 
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F) LESK measure 
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4. Results for Ideal Summaries with diffrents cutting points  

” for full data, please contact the author email
9
”   

a) WuP  Results First Data 

 

                                                           
9 Zainab_bayram@hotmail.com 
 

mailto:Zainab_bayram@hotmail.com
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b) LCH Results First Data 
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c) Resnik Results First Data 
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d) LIN Results First Data 
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e) HSO  Results First Data 
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f) LESK  Results First Data 
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5.  a) Cutting Point 40% figure  

 

 

 

b) Cutting point 50% figure 
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c) cutting point 60%  

 

 

 

d) cutting point 70% 
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e) cutting point 80% 

 

 

 

6. a) WuP results second data 
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b) LCH Results second data 

 

c)  LIN Results Second Data 
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d) Resnik Results Second Data 

 

 

e) LESK Results Second Data 
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f) HSO Results Second Data 


